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■High Speed Counter Input/Output Module   
 H0-CTRIO2

Outline

The high speed counter input/output module receives high-speed pulse 

type input signals that can be used for counting measurements or timing 

adjustments, and transmits high speed pulse type output signals that are 

used for discrete control functions such as stepping motor d/ servomotor 

control, monitoring, and alarms. The module can be flexibly used for 

applications that require accurate measurement and timing of input events, 

as well as applications for high speed control output.

Since the module has a built-in microprocessor, it operates asynchronously 

with the PLC. In other words, since the output signal generated on the board 

can respond to the input signal in real-time, the PLC can scan inputs/outputs 

with no delay time.

The module is designed to be combined with user devices that transmit pulse 

output such as an incremental encoder.

Features of CTRIO2

The CTRIO2 module has the following input/output capability.

 - DDC sink / source input x 4, 9 to 30 V DC

 - Sink / source DC output (Isolation specifications) x 2, 5 to 36 V DC, 0.5 A/

point

《Supported input》
 - Use of 90˚ phase difference add-subtract counter x 1 (up to 250 kHz), or 

1 channel counter x 2 (up to 250 kHz) and module terminals A, B, C, and 

D  

 - Use of high speed edge timer, dual edge timer, pulse catch, counter reset, 

count prohibition, count latch or origin search limit, and module terminal C 

or D

《Supported output》
 - High speed discrete output that can be independently configured x 2, 1 

channel pulse output control (20 Hz to 250 kHz)

 - As pulse output control, pulse / direction or CW/CCW pulse is supported.

 - The discrete output can be directly controlled from the user control 

program.

Main applications

 - High speed specified-amount output by encoder input

 - Pick and place functions or functions for controlling stepping motor / 

servomotor

 - Accurate frequency measurement for speed control (With onboard scale 

adjustment function)

 - PLS (Programmable Limit Switch) function for high speed packaging, 

adhesion or labeling

 - 10 μs pulse catch function for high speed product detection

 - Level or flow rate control function

Supported system

Several CTRIO2 modules can be mounted to the same PLC. (However, 

mounting is possible only when the power consumption of the base unit is 

sufficiently ensured).

Direct logic DL05/DL06 PLC

The H0-CTRIO2 module can be mounted to any DL05/DL06 PLC model.

General Speci cations

Items Specifications

Module Type Intelligent

Number of Modules Per 
Base Unit

Only restriction by power consumption

Occupied I/O Point No. Input/Output are allocated to PLC V memory.

Field Wiring Connector Removable terminal block (Standard feature)

Isolation
1,500 V (Input/Output→logic),  
1,000 V (Analog input channel and full-power)


